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About This Game

The game is in the early access alpha stage and is not yet feature complete. Please read the Early Access info at the top for more
details.

Manage a group of intrepid colonists as they attempt to survive on an alien world. Automated machine construction was sent
ahead to create the underground Mercury Facility, but something has gone wrong. Your colonists awake to find the facility in
ruin. Expand the colony, grow crops, build structures, recover technologies and discover lost secrets to ensure the survival of

your new home away from home.

Mercury Fallen is a simulation game which focuses on building, crafting and exploration. The choices you make will decide the
fate of your colony.

Dig & Explore

Dig out and explore the surrounding area for raw resources and discover lost colonists, collapsed facility rooms, discoveries and
more.

Grow & Manage Resources

Grow terrestrial and assorted alien crops for materials and meal production. Manage production chains to turn raw ingredients
into meals, building materials and robots.

Manage Colonists
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Colonists are indirectly controlled by placing buildable objects, managing craft queues/rosters at production stations, assigning
job roles and configuring job priorities. Each colonist has their own set of quirks which affects a colonist in various ways.

Surface Exploration

Explore the planet surface in search of new resources and discoveries.

Discoveries & Technology

Discover blueprints and data logs hidden away in lost item chests to uncover new technology and story content. Manage research
projects to unlock numerous machines, structures, recipes and more.

 Grow clones and assemble robots to expand your facility population

 Manage colonists’ injuries, ailments, jobs, quirks and needs

 Grow various terrestrial and alien crops for material and meal production.

 Uncover additional colonists, robots and discoveries hidden in collapsed sections of the Mercury Facility

 Build and manage power and water resources.

 Customize your colonists name and outfit colors

 Research technology to unlock new structures, recipes, crops and more.
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 In game guide

 Take advantage of procedural generation, so that each new game is a new experience.

 * Take on missions and uncover various history and information through choice driven story narratives.

* = Planned features still in development
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Title: Mercury Fallen
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Nitrous Butterfly
Publisher:
Nitrous Butterfly
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card (shader model 3)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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I love the character designs, background images, soundtrack, range of character portraits, and the cliffhanger. I can't wait for the
next episode! Hopefully there'll be more decisions/a longer episode.. Can you tell me what the game is? Survive? Craft? What's
the plot or what? Nothing! For what purpose is the game maker's game?. There's nothing bad I can say about Epic Dumpster
Bear that is an actual dealbreaker. All around great experience.

Graphics:
Love them!

Gameplay:
Fluid, intuitive, casual, fun.

Performance:
The one and only pitfall this game has are the framedrops I sometimes experience, which probably have something to do with
level loading and the Unity engine, but it only appears temporarily, and doesn't break the experience. otherwise the game runs
just as it should, no mucking about.

Sound:
THE SOUNDTRACK IS CATCHYYYYY!

Concept:
I love a good story, and I got a good story.

10/10. Will play again.

. I beaten this game and have played over 70 hours in it, so I fell I can now write a review now.

There are only to big problems I can see in Noih, one: the "recommended level" spikes way too much. Two: it feels that most if
not every enemy or yokai at least have some sort of "one-shot attack" they can pull.

ONE: This is more a factor of Koei Tecmo Games than anything, as I said I have over 70 hours on this game and truth be told I
feel that at least half of that time is from weeks of pointless grinding, only for it not too mater because the recommended level
jumped seven more levels from one mission ago. I have completed every main story (not DLC) sub-mission so I would think
that needing to grind 20 levels would be out of the question, but I would not be writing this review if that were the case. I know
that you do not NEED to be the recommended level but you can't help but feel that that's the one reason why your get your but
kicked by number two.

TWO: Koei Tecmo tries to inflate the difficulty of this game by giving enemies a one-shot attack. I know that the grab attack is
telavisied and i'm probably stupid for getting hit but it's also do to the awful dodging system; you see when you "dodge" in Nioh
you don't roll you slide somewhat like in Bloodborne this would be okay if the enemy attacked like in Bloodborne but they
don't, and you get clipped and die from that good old one-shot move. The way you do role in this game is by hitting the dodge
button and then hitting it again shortly after this is so terribly bad that I can only block and pray. And I HATE blocking, I want
to fight my enemy like a dance and Nioh fails at that.

6\/10. (that's failing BTW)

I hope that one day I can return to Nioh with a blank slate and enjoy the game as it should be.

Best of luck with Noih 2
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-Yo Momma. This game is absolutely amazing and I’m not sure why there is not a second one! I voted it for the "“THE
WHOOOAAAAAAA, DUDE! 2.0” AWARD so I think it should win as this game was brilliantly made for its time! And it is
very well casted; especially love Christopher Lloyd’s part!. An interesting take on storytelling using VR immersion. A bit
frustrating not being able to move around most of the time, especially in the breath-taking final sequence, but still worth
downloading and taking for a spin.. Stupid game... Couldn't have made this game any better myself!
10/10. i want to waste more money on an 8 bit game. Fun, but I'm left wondering what grants a three-star level. Using the least
amount of items in my inventory to complete the level or hitting the goal closest to center? One level had ~6 items in the
inventory. I reached the goal using only two items and received a single-star rating. What!? I used different items in the
inventory and was eventually able to get a three-star rating. What!? What!? Yes, I'm the anal, over-achiever who wants three
stars on every level, so it got old fast. I stopped playing because of the unpredictable ratings.

If you just to play through the levels and solve the puzzles without any concern for the ratings, this is a great puzzle game and
utilizes controls and space well.
*It has implemented blink/transport locomotion.
*Controls are intuitive and work well with the environment.
*It would have been nice had they utilized true room-size room scale for this game. It would have made for a more enjoyable,
more immersive experience.
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This game was suggested by a friend. I am not dissapointed.

There sems to be a lot of things to do. It's really nice to play a girl main character. The graphics are very pretty. I wish it was a
bit easier. No lag or stutters on i3.

Rank: B. Got this as part of the weekend sale bundle. Very cheap. Was interesting to see how the game evolved from version to
version. The graphics got fancier and the simulation simpler. I kind of like complex games, so I enjoyed the first one the most.
Had fun poking around to see how it worked. Didn't play for that long; but I don't expect much from an old game I paid a dollar
for. A fine expense\/entertainment ratio. If, like me, you hadn't noticed this series before and like the genre, its worth a buck..
Nice gear\/costume pack.
The FR-27 Sanction Flechette rifle is awesome!. Really terrible platformer game. Bet most of the positive reviews are just bot
accounts. After playing the first two parts, this game is a really nice way to end the trilogy.. It's cute but really, really casual. I
can't play it longer than a few minutes. The graphics are cartoony and cute, and the sound isn't all that spectacular, but it gets the
job done. The goal is to guide your character (in a teacup (!)) towards the finish line while trying to collect as many sugarcubes
and stickers as you can, and, at the same time, avoid enemies. Like I said, it's casual, but the difficulty ramps a bit up later on.

[Rating: 71\/100]
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